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Abstract.
This paper develops a design and fabrication process
management platform for prototyping practice environments using a
robot operating system (ROS) framework, which we refer to as a
fabricating operating service (FOS). The FOS executes a sequence of
fabrication workflow that goes from materials handling, positioning,
fabrication simulation, executing process to parts assembling. Each
work phase is considered a different activity in the execution phase
and a compact printed circuit board node to send and receive physical
data. These nodes are registered onto an FOS cloud master, which
distributes the node-to-node communication and links up the entire
sequence of the workflow map. We propose FOS given that its
loose, coupled, and distributed computation framework allows the
fabrication team to visualize and record data using sharable ROS
package structures. The FOS provides the advantage of easily creating
additional tools, configurations, and automated scripts, and it increases
the fabrication capabilities by simplifying and providing solutions for
future robotic-aided fabrication development.
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1. Introduction
The process of prototyping helps fabrication teams communicate with one another.
It’s an efficient method for designers to use physical or virtual models to transform
abstract ideas into concrete understanding. However, the development of a
prototype practice environment (PPE) usually remains in the exploratory phase
due to ill-defined design methods, implementation technologies, or experimental
mechanisms. Thus, initial prototype production is relatively slow, and the
development of a prototype process for subsequent versions will be even more
time consuming.
The importance of prototyping speed according to the “seeing-moving-seeing”
design thinking model is that a real-time feedback interface can help designers
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purify their ideas quickly and exchange experiment results and ideas with each
other more easily (Schon and Wiggins, 1992).
Wesugi proposed another co-existing PPE experiment for interactive
representation (shown in Figure 1[a]), called an Interactive Spatial Copy Wall
(ISCW). An ISCW provides interplay movement tracing from virtual to reality
via visual display processes. This early mix-reality (MR) PPE explains the design
potential clearly, integrates designer behaviors, and design a mechanism details
with immersive interplay workflow (Wesugi et al., 2004).

Figure 1. (a)ISCW, a physical interplay PPE(Wesugi et al., 2004), (b) Cofabs, gesture sensitive
PPE.(Hsiao et al., 2020).

In order to accelerate development and manufacturing in digital design
fabrication projects, Tsai-Ling Hsieh proposed the design-fabrication-assembly
(DFA) system to help fabrication teams integrate designers‘ ideas and strengthen
workers’ understanding. The DFA attempts to merge the fabrication phase and
design decisions, enable team members to participate in the design process, and
help the designer take control of PPE management (Huang et al., 2017).
As a conceptual framework, DFA uses a rapidly produced blueprint mechanism
to help participators communicate with each other. Hsiao further applies an
interactive co-existing PPE method based on digital twin, which is called the
Cofabs method and is shown in Figure 1(b). Cofabs uses HoloLens to project
the digital twin model (DTM) for users, it identifies designer gestures to command
machine prompt scripts, and it generates future predictions for designers. This MR
phase connects designer ideas and fabrication tools, which aligns virtual database
and reality space with coordinators’ remapping systems. Furthermore, Cofabs not
only records the recursive workflow of prototyping, but also provides the potential
for optimizing the prototyping workflow (Hsiao et al., 2020).
In the Cofabs fabrication process, the prototype is physically divided into
several nodes that are connected to each other so that the whole structure will
morph when users change the position of even one node. Based on the Cofabs
framework, nodes are calculated with a clearly matching, limited problem space
and are able to share the same computing server. Because Cofabs pre-defined
weaving fabrication as a simplified, clear, and predicable progress. However,
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systems like ISCW, DFA, or Cofabs are not able to consider several practical
variables, such as material handling, fabrication positioning, executing signals,
the duration of parts assembly, etc. After all, Cofabs retrieves a real-time digital
prototype with an immersive perspective, but it still requires more information
from each node to complete the entire PPE fabrication sequence.
2. Distributed architecture of robot operating system (ROS)
To address the limitations presented in the last section, this paper proposes another
agent-based fabrication process management platform for PPE based on the robot
operating system (ROS) framework. The ROS framework is a kind of network
architecture composed of distributed processing as agents, which uses sharable
communication nodes and implements loosely coupled P2P network connections
between functional micro control units.
The early ROS development team has presented the architecture philosophy of
ROS as containing the following (Quigley et al., 2009):
1. A peer-to-peer communication system: The ROS encourages fanout
messages between each node component. Although there are master mechanisms
for coordinating and distributing information, the ROS preserves its loose coupled
status to ensure the flexibility and adaptation of the system.
2. Multi-lingual development: The ROS is based on common basic grammar
and uses neutral interface definition language (IDL) to achieve communication
between different nodes, which helps nodes in the system connect with each other
via different programming languages.
3. Tools-based: The ROS connects each smallest activity node modular, and
each node is capable of communicating the distributed computing results to the
master server.
4. Light-weighted: The ROS framework encourages the construction of
modular tasks in the source code, and it uses CMake to encapsulate the complex
mechanisms of all tasks in the client library.
5. Open-Source: The ROS encourages all users to share their own data kits for
application in various working environments to improve adaptability.
Kousi applied the ROS framework and the DTM in automotive industry
management, enhancing the synergy between the working environment and human
behavior using a virtual interface and sensing mechanisms. He uses a variety of
work state messages to communicate with mobile robotic arms and updates the
status of the overall working environment using sensing components to improve
supervision of the entire assembly pipeline (Kousi et al., 2019).
Kousi suggests that the integration of the ROS and the DTM in a practical
manufacturing process indeed helps managers evaluate the efficiency of the staff.
However, tasks that involve human-decision making are difficult to integrate into
machine executing reflecting.
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Figure 2. The different architecture between ROS and ROS2 framework.

In order to improve human and machine synergy in a real-time feedback
chain, the ROS group has presented a new architecture called ROS2. The main
differences between ROS1 and ROS2 are shown in Figure 2.
ROS2 cancelled the master server to improve the agent mechanism reflexing
time and specifically attempted to enhance real-time performance by bridging
the gap between prototypes and products. However, in Casini’s compositional
performance analysis (CPA) task, they modeled an ROS2 multiple callback chain
and measured the underlying data distribution service (DDS) communication delay
every time the network was crossed. They determined that ROS2 works fine in
a stable operation, but in a continuously developing environment such as PPE,
they suggest that ROS users implement complex communication primitives like
the long-running and high-level actions from ROS1 relatively (Casini et al., 2019).
3. Fabricating operation service framework
The ROS framework is composed of a distributed processing architecture that
uses sharable communication agents (referred to as nodes in the ROS concept)
to implement loosely coupled P2P network connections between functional
micro control nodes in PPE. Under this ROS architecture, we define a set
of topics namespace, called a fabricating operation service (FOS), to aid
the fabrication workflow sequencing in PPE, including materials handling,
positioning, fabrication simulation, executing process, and parts assembly.
Each node in the FOS needs to be registered in a cloud server to set up
node-to-node communication for PPE activities and update the states. Nodes can
also send or receive messages in publish or subscribe mode using WebSocket
protocol, and these messages can contain sensor data, G-code commands, state
changes, specific coordinate positions, or anything else that is within the node’s
capability.
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Figure 3. The FOS framework.

In the FOS, we defined the following three-node cluster thread to manage the
fabrication PPE, as shown in Figure 3:
1. Physical nodes: include various 2D or 3D sensor elements and use ID and
location tags for position determination. The sensor node cluster follows publish
and subscribe protocol to provide notification on different topics and is capable of
generating possible path planning for requesting resource.
2.Task nodes: include users, arms, various work sequences, etc. Each
node defines different working conditions, includes global settings, and contains
coordinate, path information or various custom action settings.
3. Master node: uses the DTM to classify the collision or contact state of
assembled parts, then visualize the situation and help users update the execution
status of the workspace.
The FOS provides a visualization interface for users to take care of nodes’
cooperation situation based on a workflow design and fabrication perspective. The
developed FOS is a computation graph framework that allows fabrication teams
to visualize and record data in sharable ROS package structures.
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4. Nodes in FOS

Figure 4. (a) Extendable universal PCB with wireless transmitting / receiving and power input
module, (b) micro-controller nodes installed on robotic arm and tool head.

• Micro-controller with extendable physical nodes:

In the development of the FOS, we need to use a variety of different
micro-controller modules for transmitting, computing, and receiving data. We
physically installing them on the sensors, robotic arms, tool head, or automatic
vehicle. Generally, there should be reference to micro-controller modules with
various capacities, such as Ardunio, HC-12, DHT-22, HMI, etc. As the framework
of the ROS, each micro-controller node must be connected, wired, and rewired
based on its own required program. Therefore, we organized the requirements
of the FOS and designed a universal module on a printed circuit board (PCB)
layout unit, which can expand the capability of Ardunio by including an onboard
button/slider, wireless transmission/receiving, an HMI human-machine interface,
and wearable battery/external power (shown in Figure 4).
• Relative time stamp between task nodes:

In the FOS, each sensing node has different coordinate systems, and its status
requires a mechanism for frequent comparison and conversion between its own
respective coordinate and the world coordinate system. In order to avoid
difficulties in troubleshooting and the loss of transmission packets, we further
applied the ROS architecture’s time-based transformation service into a node
processing thread by adding the standard message header time stamp comparison
task and correlating the before/after schedule within the server thread. This enables
each publish/subscribe node cluster to ensure the synchronicity of the overall
system.
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Figure 5. The FOS represents the node communication result via monitor ROS master and
graphical remapping of the allocation of nodes.

• GUI of FOS master node:

We established and visualized FOS nodes, activities, statuses, and the field
mapping interface to project the relativity of the virtual and physical situation of
the PPE. The FOS was built using JavaScript and can be accessed by PPE users
through an intranet, which will typically represent the node communication result
in the ROS master. To improve the ROS built-in master system, the FOS not only
provides naming and registration messages with text lines, but also provides a
graphical mapping interface to identify the relative states. After users execute the
FOS, a master server will launch and monitor the task workflow simultaneously.
This GUI is responsible for keeping track of the nodes; when new nodes are
executed and come into the system, they cannot communicate until the FOS master
notifies the nodes of one others’ existence. Thus, we provide a dynamic allocation
mechanism for connections, and the FOS also determines the connection state or
the major prompt command that a node executes. A simple example is shown in
Figure 5.
• Pipeline arrangement of thread callback:
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Figure 6. FOS callback thread pipeline arrangement.

The architecture of human-machine collaboration mainly uses software
framework (SWF) planning, which divides the workflow into response times based
on the cognitive response of human-computer interactions. This can result in
well-defined, independent behavior modules that ensure performance.
Thus, the FOS divides the processing threads of the fabricating module into
simulation and debugging, fault tolerance, security adjustment, usability and
support interface, etc. While the ROS1 architecture needs to be coordinated by
the master to distribute information transmission between multiple nodes, the FOS
rearranges the node thread callback mechanism with the pipeline shown in Figure
6.
5. Discussion and Conclusions
This paper proposed an FOS based on the ROS framework that integrates services
designed for a multifarious computer cluster, such as low-level embedded micro
controllers, implementation of robotic arm controlling, message communication
between execution threads, and log package supervision and management.
The FOS uses sharable communication WebSockets to implement nodes
to connect physical PCB units in a piratical prototype environment. We
have also planned a layout sequence for fabrication workflow, which includes
materials handling, positioning, fabrication simulation, execution process, and
parts assembly. Each node in the FOS is registered into a master server, setting
up node-to-node communication messaging for prototype activities and updates
on the states. The messages can use per-settled .msg files to transmit/receive
sensor data, G-code commands, state changes, specific coordinate positions, or
anything else according to the node’s own capability. The FOS also provides a
visualization interface for users to develop the agent cooperation situation under
the design/fabrication workflow perspective.
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The developed FOS is a computation graph framework that allows fabrication
teams to visualize and record data in sharable ROS package structures. We
propose FOS for its ability to easily create additional tools, configurations, and
automated scripts, and its ability to increase fabrication capabilities by simplifying
and providing solutions for future robotic-aided prototyping and fabricating
environments.
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